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About the session
This document summarises the conversations and activities that
took place during the second of three speaker sessions intended
to inform the community about the ACT Planning Strategy
Refresh, and to inspire ideas, conversation and fresh thinking
about future directions.
The session was held on Thursday 5 July 2018 from 6:30 pm –
9:00 pm and was titled:

Garden city or city in a garden? In a changing climate, what
matters are the green spaces in between.

Who was there?
~65

~90

attendees

online

thinkplaceglobal.com | ThinkPlace | Conversation Tracker

The wider context
ACT Government will deliver the ACT Planning Strategy Refresh
in December 2018. Being a refresh, existing policy forms a
foundation for future plans, and the refresh will review these and
evolve and adapt them so that they continue to reflect both
emerging priorities and community input.

Traditionally Government has sought to engage community in the
planning process by publishing draft papers and seeking written
response via public submissions.
This project seeks to engage community through an innovative
engagement model. The model is intended to educate, inform and
listen to the voice of the community in meaningful discussions,
using human-centered and co-design principles.
The 2018 ACT Planning Strategy Refresh seeks to unpack
community knowledge, expectation and drivers in three core focus
areas: Planning, Sustainability and Transport.
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Welcome

Geoffrey Rutledge

Darren Menachemson

Deputy Director-General for Sustainability and the Built
Environment

ThinkPlace partner and event facilitator

Geoffrey opened the event with an Acknowledgment of
Country, thanked the audience for coming out to join the
conversation and provided context for the evening within the
broader ACT Strategy Refresh.

“

On current projections, we will be a city of
500,000 before my kids graduate. We need think about all
these factors, and look at how they integrate and impact
the residents of Canberra today and tomorrow.
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Darren echoed the sentiments and told people what to expect
through the evening, and introduced the speakers.

“

We are really excited to have
you all here. Thank you all for being a part of
this important conversation.
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The speakers

The ACT Government selected three speakers
to provide energising, provocative ideas that
would stimulate conversation and thinking
about the future of Canberra.
The session’s speakers included Green Building Council’s Future Green Leader of
the Year 2017, Olivia Leal-Walker, the Property Council’s Francesca Muskovic and
Professor Lesley Head from the University of Melbourne. The speakers explored
different dimensions of the importance of having green, sustainable spaces and
cities. The floor was then opened so community members in attendance and online
could contribute to the discussion.
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“
Olivia Leal-Walker
Olivia Leal-Walker is a
Sustainability Coordinator
at Frasers Property
Australia and the GBCA’s
Future Green Leader of the
Year 2017. Olivia is
passionate about the
natural environment,
carbon neutrality, western
Sydney, agriculture and
empowering others to be
their best, particularly our
youth. She is driving
change through her roles
as Chair of the Future
Green Leaders Advisory
Committee, Chair of the
Hawkesbury City Council’s
Sustainability Advisory
Committee, Facilitator of
the Living Building
Challenge Sydney
Collaborative.

We need to integrate biodiversity planning with our
infrastructure planning.
On suburban dreams and deserts …
A lot of people have a dream to live in a big
house with a big backyard. These dreams are
becoming quite unaffordable. This has
essentially created is a suburban desert. So
what does this changing world mean for
Canberra and what can we do to reduce the risk
of an suburban desert?
Our approach to planning…
The planning that we have done today has
worked! To have this integrated approach to
sustainability and transport and planning is a
great idea. I am really impressed by the lengths
the ACT Government is going to get the planning
process right and engage community. Canberra
lives up to its name as a Garden City.
On integrated planning for biodiversity…
We need to integrate biodiversity planning with
our infrastructure planning. We do need to build
more homes, but we need to look after the
environment too. Imagine a future with mediumdensity housing, with a diversity of housing
types integrated with green spaces.
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On good development…
Density doesn’t necessarily mean high-rise
apartments. People have many needs, not just
for in terms of building infrastructure, but also
being connected to digital infrastructure and
human infrastructure.

What is something that Canberra could do to
head toward a carbon neutral future?

The biggest issue you will have in the future
is [how you design] transport. There are
opportunities here.
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“
Professor Lesley
Head
Lesley Head is a
Redmond Barry
Distinguished Professor
and Head of the School of
Geography at the
University of Melbourne.
Her research is in the
cultural dimensions of
environmental issues,
including climate change.
Her most recent book is
Hope and Grief in the
Anthropocene (Routledge
2016).

The domestic garden is a place that provides
autonomy and freedom. It doesn’t have to be big to
be valuable.
On boundaries…
According to how we think of nature we might
want to put a fence around it, develop
bureaucracy to look after it, kill it, eat it, plant it
or remove it. These boundaries have all sorts of
material consequences. The boundaries
between humans and nature have a long history
in Western thought. It also has a parallel that
cities are seen as places of culture rather than
nature, that the “real” nature belongs out there
somewhere, outside the city. The most recent
of these is the idea of the fortress city. I want to
speak against the idea of the fortress city and
encourage us to think about permeable
boundaries and webs of connection. I want to
speak for cities as places of nature.
On the value of gardens…
The domestic garden is a place that provides
autonomy and freedom. It doesn’t have to be
big to be valuable. Gardens are also very
contested spaces due to trees, lawns and cats.
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On an integrated approach…
I think the idea of somehow being embedded in the
earth makes sense to people. Most people
instinctive understand this. This is not just a touchy
feeling thing. The ethic of care extends to the water
in our gardens and plants in our gardens. The ethic
of care extends to the “shadow spaces” as well. We
have to learn to love our tips as well as our gardens.

How can Canberra be an
experiment for other cities?

Internationally we know now that cities are the scale at
which people are operating with climate change. It’s a
scale people can engage with. Canberra is a very small
city, so it’s a great place to start trying things out.
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“
Frankie Muskovic
Francesca is the National
Policy Manager for
Sustainability and
Regulatory Affairs at the
Property Council of
Australia. She works with
representatives from
Australia’s leading property
companies, such as
members of the Property
Council’s National
Roundtable on
sustainability, to develop
policy and advocate to
federal, state and local
governments. Francesca
has over 10 years’
experience in the built
environment sector with
previous roles as an
engineering consultant at
AECOM, the Green
Building Council of
Australia and the NSW
Office of Environment and
Heritage.

Australia needs a Zero Carbon Ready building code!

On resilience…
I wanted to talk a little bit about green
infrastructure and how that interacts with buildings
[…] through a lens of urban resilience. This is
resilience to chronic stresses and acute shocks
such as extreme weather events or disease
pandemics.
On what makes us vulnerable…
Fragmentation of governance makes us
vulnerable. That lack of action to adapt to change.
In Sydney the lack of social cohesion makes
people vulnerable. We need to think about
increasing community preparedness for
emergencies.
On green infrastructure…
I’d like to talk about the value of trees in a
monetary sense. One study showed that when
you have trees in a suburb, houses actually sell
for much, much more.
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On high performance buildings…
We have a changing climate. Average
temperatures are going up. We need the
performance of our buildings to match this. ACT
and Canberrans in particular, have a lot of
ambitions around climate change. New buildings
are the cheapest and easiest way to start
tackling climate change. Australia needs a Zero
Carbon Ready building code!

What kind of policy would you like to see?

Building codes. You can go into a shop and buy
a fridge or a washing machine with a star
rating. If you want to buy a house there is no
such standard that tells you how your house
will perform. I think this is a real policy failure.
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Questions from the room and livestream
Q1. 85% of Canberrans aspire to have a single
detached house with a garden. I would encourage the
ACT Government to take notice of this. Apartments
have really changed the dynamics of the suburbs.
People don’t have the same choice to live in house
with a garden.

Panel Response
Lesley – Many people who live in apartments are also
very proud of their apartment gardens. I think we need
to think about the relationship of these dwellings to
public space. If you do live in an apartment, how close
is the place you can take your kids to go on a swing or
walk the dog? I think some combination is the way
forwards.
Olivia – I suppose the challenge is that some people
want that backyard and people are entitled to this. But
what does this mean as the population increases? We
need to strike a balance. Maybe people could have
communal garden. Liveability is more than having a
backyard.
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Q2. Apparently there is a new asbestos on the
market. Could I have your thoughts on this?
My other point is, there are a lot I also wanted
to ask are a lot of empty houses rather than
building new houses and destroying more
bush capital, what about utilising these?

Panel Response
Frankie – I’m not familiar with a new form of
asbestos. I would say that the use of any product has
to conform to minimum requirement, and conform to
Australian standards around this. These things need
to be tested in laboratories. NSW has just introduced
the Airbnb legislation that taxes people for leaving
properties vacant.
We need to build the right mix and style of houses. If
we are building houses and they are not being
occupied I think that says something about the needs
of the community.
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…

Questions from the room and livestream continued

Q3.What do you think the number one thing that Canberra
needs to do to ensure it remains a garden city in the future?

Panel Response
Lesley - There is not a number one thing. There is not
a single simple way to fix any of the issues we are
talking about to generate a sustainable response to
these issues. We need to think more broadly about
what it means to have a garden.
The first thing you might want to do it to protect out
public spaces! Collective gardens are very important.
Frankie - If the population of Canberra is growing,
that implies there will be more density. We need to
change the way we think innovatively about the ways
you’d like to engage with nature, such as rooftop
gardens. There are amazing project examples that fill
a number of objectives such as food production and
community connection. Green infrastructure used
thoughtfully gives you a while lot more benefits.
Olivia - Be very careful about sprawl. Keep looking at
the strategy in an integrated way.
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Q4. Most of us agree with the vision and that
is where the hard part is. An integrated
planning approach is one thing, but when you
visit these new areas there is very little space
for trees. This goes back to building codes….
Do you have thoughts about how the vision is
actually realised? Olivia, how are they
approaching this in Western Sydney?

Panel Response
Olivia – If I do look at what we are developing in
Western Sydney adaptation is one of the main things
we are looking at. We use tools like green stars to
show what good design should look like. Not all
developers are doing this. There is an opportunity for
customers to talk to these developers and tell them
what we want. They may be getting the feedback that
people just want somewhere that is cheap.
Frankie – There are a couple of important levers. One
of these are building codes. These need to be
incorporated. ACT has a disclosure requirement.
What you are talking about is what is actually built and
what is operational. If you want to know what the
energy performance of your home is, it has to come
both ways; consumer demands and regulation.
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Questions from the room and livestream continued…

Q5. We are talking about hanging gardens. How hard are
these for a Government or building owner to retrospectively
hang? If you look around Canberra there are some wonderful
opportunities for Canberra to have these.

Q6. What role to you see for food forests in
Canberra?

Panel Response

Panel Response
Frankie - The short answer is, it depends. With
rooftop gardens there can be complication around the
integrity of the roof structure, for example there are
weight considerations. There are more considerations
for facades because they are quite hard to access.
You need to assess it on a case-by-case basis. Not
every build would be able to accommodate this but
I’m sure most would.

Lesley - You’ve probably already got them, I don’t
know. I think the whole question of urban agriculture
is interesting. Agriculturalist tell us that this will never
be a way to actually feed cities of people. So I see
community garden and food forests more in that
experimental, symbolic way of learning to do things
differently and so on. If you take a more catastrophic
view of the future, and this is about survival we are
going to need a lot of different ways to produce food.
Oliva - We are seeing food forests as a huge
opportunity to connect people to food and to help
people spend longer in our retail centers. Our cities
are also a resource. People go to the bathroom, so
there is fertiliser!
Frankie - Bushes instead of fences. Why not use
bushes as a boundary instead of a fence? This would
bring down the point of separation.
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Questions from the room and livestream continued…

Q7. I am quite uncomfortable with the idea of constantly
increasing population and density. We are losing green
space. One area that is really critical is the possibility of the
West Basin being covered with apartments. This is a central
area that is very beautiful. How do we convince two
Governments, both the NCA and ACT, that this could be
done better? How do we go about protecting our green
space?

Q8. There seem to be a bit of hostility towards density.
It’s only in the last 80-100 years that people have
begun to spread out and sprawl. How do we address
the fact that no one wants to live in dense
environments, but it is the way we have to go. How do
we change public perception around urban density?

Panel Response

Panel Response
Frankie - This is such an important issue that you
raise and is being felt all around Australia. Particularly
in Sydney the issue of affordability is so pressing.
Young people are commuting from Wollongong three
hours a day just to do their work. Rather than jumping
to conclusions about the kinds of urban density we
have to have, why don’t we have a sensible
conversation about it? It would be wrong to not plan
for growth. Let’s look at what all of the options are. If I
look at Canberra there are a lot of older office
buildings that could be creatively re-used. There are
really interesting opportunities here. It would be wrong
to not plan for growth.
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Frankie - There are a lot of positives that we can
focus on. I am the proud owner of a balcony garden
but there is also some shared space for composting.
What are the trade off’s? We are talking about some
of the benefits that are coming out of urban density. I
see it working really well in Sydney.
Lesley - I agree that a lot of people enjoy more
dense mode of living, particularly connected to
walkability. I think there are big questions here about
intergenerational equity. The future for our kids and
grandchildren is going to be very different for them
whether we like it or not. While I think its great that
people in Canberra are passionate about heritage, we
need to be mindful of how this is going to play out for
future generations.
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Questions from the room and livestream continued…

Q9. Urban growth boundaries force a city to confront sprawl
and can produce innovative solutions, so should Canberra
consider one?

Q10. The garden city term is used quite often but we are
yet to define what this means. The term originated in
England and was taken on in Canberra in the post war
years. It would be definitely we helpful for urban
planners to have a definition. There are a lot of things
attributed to Griffin that have nothing to do with him.
Which were his vision and which weren’t? This would
help with planning for density.

Panel Response
Frankie - A number of different planners around the
country are looking at this. How do we plan for the
right mix of buildings for our communities and have
integrated plans for the future?
Olivia - I would like to throw this question back to
Canberrans. What are the areas we want to
protect? These are many linked to your identity and
the places you can’t stand to lose? Maybe these
define your boundaries.
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Panel Response
Frankie - Maybe part of this should be a call to
Canberrans to ask 'what is your idea of the garden
city?', how does that resonate with you and what
does that look like in the future?
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Questions from the room and livestream continued…

Q11. Changes to the building code have been actively
resisted by the housing industry because it is very
conservative and interested in maximizing profit. What is the
housing industry itself doing to change itself to be a bit
more enlightened? You seem to be putting it all back on us
as consumers, but what is the industry doing?

Panel Response
Frankie - The Property Council and about another 30
councils are actively out there advocating for a net
zero building code. I would say that the moment is
with us. There is recognition at the highest level of
Government that we need to shift. We don’t need
technology revelations to get us there, we know how
to install solar panels, but the regulation isn’t in place.
I think there is incredible scope for states and
territories to go a little earlier than the national
standards. There is nothing stopping states from
wanting to go higher. There is good indication to say
that Canberra is very progressive.
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Q6. Could we sacrifice the amount of
expansive open space Canberra has and
redirect savings to more tree-lined
streets in new and established suburbs?

Panel Response
Oliva - I don’t think you make a sacrifice. I think you
can have both. I think you can have expansive open
space. We definitely also need new developments to
consider trees.

Lesley - I think if the private spaces are going to get
smaller, the public spaces have to get bigger. I would
not recommend that we make those sacrifices.
Frankie - I think the answer is in diversity. You need
people to have places to play sports. You’ll need a
mix of spaces.
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The activities
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In addition to Q&A, attendees were invited to
participate in a number of activities where they
could share their views, ideas and priorities.
In the foyer, participants nominated their top three priorities in the areas of
transport, sustainability and liveability. They shared the motivation behind their
top nomination. The activities started the conversation in a meaningful and
structured way.
We provided participants with a second form that began “If we wanted to achieve
our goal for… ….. It would be great if…” This was designed to encourage ideas,
and for the community to give new or innovative perspectives and ideas for their
vision of a future Canberra.
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Three posters were placed in the foyer for people to vote on…
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Top three community priorities for…
Car city of clean transport capital?
Planning for a net zero emissions transport system for Canberra

3.

2.

1.

Integrated transport
options

Votes : 37

Inclusive transport
system for connected
community
Votes : 29

Embrace new
transport
technologies

Votes : 25

*Please note : This is the combined vote tally from session 1 and 2
thinkplaceglobal.com | ThinkPlace | Report
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The voice of community experience
Car city of clean transport capital?
Planning for a net zero emissions transport system for Canberra
I am a person
without a car.
No.9 can go a
long way to
reduce pollution,
cars etc.

Thinking creatively
will allow the
flexibility to live
more balanced
lives.

Encourage
incentives and
quality design
outcomes.
Promote and
share current
ideas.

It’s important to
create local
communities that
meet our needs
rather than
travelling.

Improve public
transport system
to reduce reliance
on cars.

Complete LR
and mass transit
network must be
a priority to
reduce car
dependency.
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Make transport
pleasant e.g.
shaded under
trees.

New
technologies…
become the
ground-breaking
city of the country

People will
always drive.
Make it
easier…more
efficient and with
less impact
environmentally.

Reduce
travel time

Equality is
important. Trams
are not “new
technology”

I know it’s
expensive, but
mobility is key to
inclusion, and I am
keen to live in a
very inclusive and
engaged society.

Transport
needs to be
100%
renewable
energy

Integration is
key to a
smooth and
effective
function

Ensuring transport is
well-connected and
goes where people
want to go is
fundamental to
transport plan and
options such as light rail
won’t work if this is
ignored.
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Top three community priorities for…
Garden city or city in a garden?
In a changing climate, what matters are the green spaces in between

2.

1.

Plan for climate
change impact
Votes : 27

Respect our natural
environments

3.

Embrace sustainable
transport options

Votes : 22

Votes : 19

*Please note : This is the combined vote tally from session 1 and 2
thinkplaceglobal.com | ThinkPlace | Report
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The voice of community experience
Garden city or city in a garden?
In a changing climate, what matters are the green spaces in between

Canberra is
unique because
we still have
some natural
environment.

Support the
bush capital.

Need to engage
community and
business fully.
When we plan to
respect the
environment
everything else will
fall into place. e.g.
sustainable
transport, urban
forests etc.

Offer
rewards for
living outside
the capital

Respect our natural
environment …It
can encompass all
the others if
interpreted broadly.
It’s key to survival.

Urban Food
Forests.
Achievable
objective popular
within the
community.

Reduce Waste
because I am a
young person
and it is going to
be more of a
problem in the
future.

Implement
strategies that
reflect respect for
the environment.
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Renewable
energies bring
jobs and shifts
to the future.

We need to
involve
people in the
grass roots.

Ensure our suburbs do
not become desert,
revitalise our local shops
to encourage walking
via our network of
footpaths to do
shopping, work,
entertainment etc.

Allocate more
resources to good
planning, good
maintenance, good
implementation and
regulation (don’t let the
developers get away
with rubbish.)

Could put
solar energy
on our roads.

Have better
housing with
low energy
consumption.

ACT
Government to
take the lead in
changing the
building code.
Design for wellbeing
connection and
belonging at all stages of
life. Publish progress
against wellbeing
indicators.
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Comments continued….

More from an
extractive economy
to a regenerative
economy and
measure whole of
life costs of all
infrastructure.

Increase the
city’s
connectivity to
reduce private
transport use.

Are many of the
problems we are trying
to solve actually driven
by increasing
population, which is
mainly immigration?

Continue engaging
the public to accept
and understand
measures taken to
achieve
sustainability and
resilience.

Become leaders
in acknowledging
and addressing
the problem of
exponential
population
growth.

Promote and
provide
incentives for
higher design
and build
outcomes.

Build to a high
environmental
code and
protected tree
canopy and
increased tree
canopy.

Ensure transparent costbenefit analysis of
environmental and
planning projects so
citizens can understand
whether proposals are
benefits at reasonable cost
or whether this will drive
costs.

Kept our garden
city/city in the
landscape and
adopted electric
vehicles with
sensible density.

Educate the
people. Use
architects not
builders. Demand
better quality not
more quantity.
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Allow
governments to
experiment more –
make it safe to fail.

Stop destroying
the bush capital.
Stop the
development.

Could do the
math… 500,000
people living on
a ½ acre. What’s
your average
commute?

The wosan-funding scheme
for building? (See
Thewosan_Vienna). Have a
funding scheme for thermal
energy renovation of
existing residential building.
This would significantly
reduce energy consumption
in resident buildings and
costs to owners.

Government to give
building owners a
push to have hanging
gardens for low
income/ homeless
people to access.
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Comments continued….

Produce more bioplastics
from renewable plantbased sources rather than
petroleum based plastics
from raw material in
infrastructure projects
wherever practical. We
are too dependent on
fossil fuels.

Be prepared to
experiment with
innovative ideas.

Focus on multigenerational
communities and
ensure a minimum
of developments to
promote and ensure
this.

Garden city movement
principles from the late 19th
Century are still so relevant
today, if not more so.
Contemporary
interpretation of Garden
city movement.
Regenerative design.

Have planning controls that
consider building and their
environment (surrounding
landscapes) in an
integrated way.) e.g. the
energy use performance of
a house depends on the
tree canopy cover.

Educate
residents about
the value of
trees and
grass.
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Keep breaking
down governance
and societal silos;
keep involving
citizens in
deliberation.

Expand the list of
recyclables and
use them in
everything. Park
benches and
roads.

Love the food
forest idea. Great
way to bring
community
together.

If private space
gets smaller,
public space gets
bigger

Better quality
tree planting in
the city. Barry
Drive, Moors
street, Markus
Clarke Street.

Cooperate
rather than
compete.

Recognise the
extent to which
commercial
consideration
dominates
people's needs.

Push for a carbon
emissions building
code but also look
for innovative
solutions to existing
homes and
suburbs.
Get more
information in
other
languages.

Don’t build
16-storey
hotels in
Garema
place.

All large blocks
must have green
space close by for
adults and children
to enjoy!
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Top three community priorities for…
Bush Capital and Global City: getting the balance right

3.

2.

1.

Create + maintain
accessible friendly
community spaces
that connect people

Plan the city to
balance a growing
population and high
quality of living

Promote healthy
lifestyle and active
community

Votes : 26

Votes : 28

Votes : 19

*Please note : This is the combined vote tally from session 1 and 2
thinkplaceglobal.com | ThinkPlace | Report
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The voice of community experience
Bush Capital and Global City: getting the balance right

Our heritage is
Canberra as a planned
city based on Burley
Griffin and the garden
principles. If we ignore
this we will lose what
makes the city
distinctive nationally
and globally.

Detached
housing

Communities
need each
other to survive

Very difficult for an
outsider to find
accommodation in
Canberra

I think connecting
people as cities grow
is key to liveability
and quality of life.

Continue to allow
adequate space for
trees
Provide infill housing
to cater for families
closer in to the city
i.e. apartments with 4
bedrooms not 1 + 2
bed useless spaces.
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Build a
regenerative
economy. The
economy is the
driver of wellbeing for all

Make it
possible to put
more dwellings
on a single
space, smaller
than 700sq
metres.

Connect people.
Tackle loneliness and
mental health and
create local solutions
from community to
tackle local problems.

Allow,
encourage and
support cohousing ideas
for all ages
groups.

Require
developers to
involve and act
on input from
citizens early in
the design

Community and
having space for
all is a priority.
Create a resilient
city

Smaller
houses with
gardens.

Allow 3 story
town houses.

Utilise all
empty
buildings that
no one can
afford to buy or
rent.

Value our
commons as
public goods, not
opportunities to
make some cash.
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